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Boot [MCH22].
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COVID-19 [GMCA21, STM22, Tok22]. CPS [BHP21], CRAN [MCSAGB20].

crashing [XZY20], created [FGG20].
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December [Ano20c, Ano21c].
decision [AKBN20, ZWW20].
decisions [PMO20, YSB21].
declaration [BBW22].
decomposition [HSVMB20].
decomplier [HSVMB20].
decrease [LLST20].
deductive [AHP21].

dependable [SJC22].
dependence [ZYL22, LBG21].
dependencies [HSVMB20].
dependency [HH22, LMGK22, ZYZZ21].

defects [ALB20, AHP21, AKBN20, ET21, GS21a, GS21b, HXJ20, LMVR21, XLY21, ZJX20, ZSCD22, ZYZZ21].

defects [THN20, ALB20, GS21a, GS21b].
definitions [MC20, THG20].

delay [GA20].
delphi [ZH21].
density [HEL20, LMVR21].
dependable [SJC22].

development [ZYL22, LBG21].
dependencies [HSVMB20].
dependency [HH22, LMGK22, LBF22].

deployment [AČCa21, AFJ21, KRSW22, CAF22].
depth [AES22].

description [FZT22].

descriptions [RMO21].
descriptive [WC20].

design [AAS22].
design-pattern [BRS21].
designs [HQN22].
detect [AA22, WC20].
detected [MCZ20].

detecting [LDT22, SHWR22, GDLM21, NMR22, YZL22].
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engineering-enhancement [PDGMT20].

engineers [SM20a, STM′+22]. engines [PPM′+21]. enhance [XTF′+21]. enhanced [NDP′+21, VTS22, ZYZZ21]. enhancement [PDGMT20]. Enhancing [CJJZ′+20, CDLN21]. Ensemble [dACO21, BKG20]. Enterprise [SVAGB20].


ethnography [NdSR′+21]. ETL [AZKR20]. European [GCF22]. Evaluating [BSDB20, FVDF21a, FVDF21b, LBG′+20, LW221, NMRS22, VKL21]. evaluation [AKH′+22, CND22, CAT21, GGBB20, IR21, LLK′+21, RK20, SL20, SZSV22, SMB′+20, XCH′+20, YYW′+21]. Evaluations [LL21].

event [AIH20, OSJB21, LCAC21]. event-driven [AIH20]. evidence [STM′+22].
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Kotlin [MREVEA+22].

Kromai [BFZC21].

Kubernetes [VSTK21].

Kulla [RAGCSS+20].
labels [SJC+22]. language
[ADG+20, AMRS20, BPJ+22, BBW22, NRRS20, PSZ21, RPL+21]. languages
[BB22, RSL+21]. Large
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[CAF22, NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. layered
[BBW22, KL20]. layout [CATA21].

layout-based [CATA21]. Leading
[WSL+20]. leaks [PCC+20]. learned
[BDMP21]. Learning [MLPC20, PAM+21, ZYL+22, ALZ+20, AWHS20, BKG20, BRSR21, BK20, CJR22, CDLN21, DL21, DBB20, GTT+20, Gir21, HHJ+20, ILUN21, JZW+21, LLL+22, LC20, LXYL21, MMB22, MRR+20, MRM+22, PT21, PDDD20, QWG22, SELS21, XYL+20, YLHZ20, ZIXG20, ZCLP21, ZGW+20b, ZB22].
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[ALZ+20, DL21, DBB20, ZGW+20b]. Legacy
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[BDMP21, OSJ21b]. level
[LWYW20, NMG+20, PP20]. Leveraging
[AFJ+20]. Lexical [CA20, LBG+20].

libraries [NDDD20]. library
[JZW+21, SWZ+20]. licensing [PKGA22].

case [RATS21]. likely [HNA20]. Line
[KZTS22, MRA+22a, NNG21]. linear
[LLNC21, YLY+21]. lines
[AGPR20, POZ20, APAF21]. Link
[MLPC20]. linking [RPR22]. links
[WCH+22]. Literature [PFD21, ACu21, AWMI20, BA20, DAP20, DN21, GRLA20, GB20, GAB20, LBT+21, MRA+22a, MWFK20, MRM+21, PAM+21, PDGMT20, SL20, VDC21, WFR21, ZH22].

live [CWT121]. LLVM [ZRJG21]. Load
[AFJ+20, DTZ+22]. localization
[KGL+22, LWL20, MHH21, TSLHS21, XSS21, WYW+21]. locate [PCC+20]. locating [JT20]. Location
[THB22, EFPC21]. logic
[BHP+21, BJB+21]. Logic-based [BBJ+21].

logical [KSG+22]. logistics [ZH21, ZH22].

long [GBT+20, SAZN22]. loop [SCN+21].

LSTM [LZJ20].

Machine
[ILUN21, ALZ+20, BKG20, BRSR21, BK20, DL21, DBB20, Gir21, MRR+20, MRM+22, PT21, PSZ21, PDDD20, QWG22, ZGW+20b, ZB22, DD20, JCN+22, THB22]. machine-learning [BKG20, PT21]. machine-learning-based [PDDD20]. main
[SWH+20]. maintained [MCH22]. Maintaining
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[DFB20, HELW20]. malicious
[FR20, SJC+22]. malware [dCMM+22]. management
[AKBN20, AZR+21, GTT+20, MPGB22, MLPC20, NSR+21, TGG21, TXG+22]. manager [SHA21]. Managing
[BBF+21, VSTK21]. Manipulation
[EHB21, HS21]. map
[CDD22, MGSC22, OEW22]. Mapping
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[HBSV+22]. Maximizing
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[HKK20, NDP+21, TSP20]. mechatronic
multiple [BRO21, CAC20, HTB21, LLNC21, XBS21, dTMS21]. multiple-case [dTMS21]. multiple-fault [XBS21].
multitasking [RPM22]. multivocal [SL20]. mutants [MAK21]. Mutation [LWI20, KDB21, MAK21, ZZP21].
mutation-based [LWI20].

nervous [WFR21]. nested [ZGW20].

Network [FZT22, MSC20, HATG21, MCSAGB20, SZSV22, YZL22, ZXL22, ZLS20, ZYZZ21].

Networks [ZYL22, FR20, NDP21, SZZ22]. Neural [HPZ20, NDP21, YZL22, ZLS20, ZYZZ21]. NFV [HTB21]. nine [GCF22].


obfuscation [FC20]. objective [CYW21, ZPL21]. objectives [BFHC20]. objects [GM20]. observability [LCAC21, ZZP21]. observable [AKBN20].

Observation [LBF21, LBF21b, JS22]. Observation-based [LBF21a, LBF21b]. observations [Hei20, LPPG20].


Online [EM20, SJC22, THB22, ZPL21]. Only [LTD22]. ontology [KL20, LC20].


opportunities [BG20, GCSH20].

Optimal [NJC20, BRO22]. optimising [CndL20]. optimization [BH20, CYW21, EM20, YDP22, ZRG21, ZYZZ21].

optimize [BFHC20]. organizational [SS20]. organizations [PN21]. oriented [BSH20, ZPL21]. Orthogonal [ALB20].

OSLC [NMG20]. OSLC-based [NMG20]. OSS [BDL21]. output [LMVRA20].


PaaS [GGB20]. PaaSArch [GGB20].

package [MCSAGB20, Vid22]. pairs [TXW20]. pandemic [STM22, Tok22].

papers [WCH22]. paradigm [BRS22].

parallel [RAGC20, SVVD21, ZPL21].


Path-directed [aSLF22]. paths [BH20].

pattern [AZ21, AMRS20, BRSR21, FJvdW20, MWY22, NAZ22, WC20].

PDFBox [BGL+20]. perceive [SGW+22].
perceived [STM+22, VML21].

Performance
[RK20, CJR22, CYW21, CDET22, ECL+22, ET21, LGKT22, MH20, NMR22, PPB20, RCT22, SL20, ZGW+20b, dCMM+22].
perils [MHJW22]. periods [GS21a, GS21b].
permission [GBG+22, SL20, XCH+20].
permission-based [SLL20].
perceptions [SBF20].

Physical [AAG21, ACD+21, BRS+22, BGM+21, BCW21, DSM20, GB20, GCLB22, GAB20, LTJ+20, RATS21, SCN+21, SSZ20, dVRB21, BJBJ+21]. pipeline [DJS+22].
points [LL21].
policies [AKBN20, KCMD21, LSB+22, SHWR22].
Post-Release [THN20]. posts [CKP20, GMCA21]. potential [ETY+22].
potentials [SBF20]. power [EMCN+22].

power-up [EMCN+22]. PR [GDLM21].
Practical [Ala21, SSP21]. practice [BDMP21, FAG+20, FEOB22, GKB+21, HO22, OZVRD21, SM21, FBMR20].


PRHAN [FTZ+22]. price [AZR+21].
prime [BH20]. principal [dtMS21].
prioritisation [MAP+20]. prioritization [CQZ+20, GS21a, GS21b, HZT+20, LBT+21, MN21b, aSLF+22]. priority [LHF22].

PRISE [GAC20]. proactive [TTL20, AAF21]. probability [RK20].
problem [ASS+20, KL20, OS20, Pic20].
Process [GS20, AGPR20, AKB20, GAC20, JCSN+22, LWC20, MAC+22, PDGMT20, RK20, SWH+20]. Processes [PFdMF21, CMP+20, LBT+21, MSC20, VTS22].

productivity [STM+22]. products [VHB21]. professionals [SS20, Tok22].

programs [AIH20, BK20, BA20, JZM21, LJJ20, MC20, SV20, XBS21, YLW+21].
project [BGL+20, GS21a, GS21b, KSF20, SH20].
projects [BCJ22, BDLT21, BSDB20, CND22, DCMR20, ILUN21, LWC20, LGKT22, LMVRA+20, MLBD21, RMOGA20, SH21, THG20, WMLM22, HG22]. proof [AC21].
QA [BLTX21, LBMF+22, BRO+22, BBND+20, CND22, GGP21, GRV+21, KSF20, KRLS+20, LNST21, DDPT20, PN21, RF2B0, WMLM22]. Quantitative [ACPM22, WMLM22, CDRV20], quantum [DPD+22], query [TAl20], question [TXW+20], question-and-answer [TXW+20], questions [ADG+20, PKGA22], queueing [LHF22], quick [LL21]. QuixBugs [YMDM21].


System [AAG21, GG21, KKH+21]. KKL+21, LLST20, NMG+20, SKP20, SH20, TSP20, WFR21, RATS21]. System-level [NMG+20]. Systematic [BAV20, MRM+21, PFdMF21, PDGMT20, WLS20, AWC21, AACC21, AGP22, AWMW20, BRS+22, CJND21, DAP20, DN21, FdSN+20, GMFO+21a, GMFO+21b, GRL20, GB20, HAT21, HK+21, HO22, KAA+21, LPPG20, LBT+21, LBMP+22, MRA+22a, MGSC22, MMB22, MWMK20, MSB21, PPMC22, PAM+21, dPdPdJ21, RFB+22, RATS21, VDVC21, WUK+21, WFR21, WLD22, YLHZ20, ZH22].

Systems [AX21, NBGC20a, SVAGB21, AAW20, ASM+21, AMS20, ACD+21, BRS+22, BGM+21, BFHC20, BMHR21, BWC21, CJ22, CCS20, CNdL20, CWT21, CDET22, CPD20, CML20, CDN+22, DL21, DSO20, D20, FvDF21a, FvDF21b, GB20, GCLB22, GAB20, Gir21, GAL20, HCB+20, HDT21, IB21, JCS+22, LMGK22, LWC20, LHD20, LJC+20, LAC21, LSP21, LK+21, LLNC21, MSB21, MPRX20, MN21a, MRM+21, MRM+22, NMG+20, OJ21, QWG22, SWH+20, SCN+21, SJC+22, TGG21, VKJ+21, VKLM21, Vog20, WZZ20, WLS+21, WGY+20, WDF+22, YWY+21, dSS+22, dmVRB21, BJB+21].


XOR [FC20]. XOR-Masking [FC20].
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